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From time to time I overhear some Wiseacre snarking that "my" process doesn't work, or "my" process isn't necessary, or "my" process is suspect because I have a foreign last name, or because I'm a woman (as opposed to being a transgender man?) or because, because, because.

I want to make it absolutely, explicitly, and forever clear that "my" process isn't "my" process.

The process used to declare yourselves as Americans in possession of your birthright political status is the result of fifty years of study and work done by thousands of Americans over the time period from 1860 to today.

The process and paperwork used by our State Assemblies is dictated by International Law, including The Law of War and Occupation, The Geneva Conventions, and International Public Records Law. It is also "informed" by the answers our Founding Fathers developed when they were faced with similar problems in the early years of this country.

That this process is anti-intuitive for a great many people is understood, especially as most Americans don't have the faintest idea what has been done to them or their country at the hands of their own military, but once you do know the history, it's obvious enough. Our identity has been stolen, we've been doubly impersonated and human trafficked, and grossly defrauded in breach of trust and violation of commercial service contract.

We've been "occupied" by our own military since 1860, and they've made merry at our expense ever since. They've played all sorts of games to evade their Constitutional obligations and limitations, told all sorts of lies, engaged in all sorts of war for profit, messed up our monetary system beyond belief, illegally confiscated trillions of dollars worth of private property under color of law, enslaved, press-ganged, and subjected their Employers, failed their duty to defend this country and our people, and have generally taken on the character of an illegal and predatory foreign mercenary force that doesn't pay beans.
They've lied to us, lied to the rest of the world, and lied to every new inductee since 1860.

It's in response to this overall situation that our paperwork has been framed to protect individual Americans and make it increasingly difficult for these Perpetrators to continue to pretend that we don't exist and/or that we "voluntarily" joined them in their insurrection against our lawful government. As for the paperwork "not working" -- and "being spotty" -- sometimes working and sometimes not, remember who you are dealing with. These are mercenaries.

They are not nice men. They aren't operating courts of justice. They are operating private collection agencies "as courts" to collect war reparations owed by Municipal citizens of the United States.

And absolutely every American they can lay hands on is being mischaracterized and misidentified as both a British Person and as a Municipal citizen of the United States for obvious and self-interested reasons.

These are the facts and if our paperwork isn't working 100% of the time, we can only observe that it should be working 100% of the time, and if it isn't, it is the fault of the United Nations Organization, which is supposed to be enforcing the Geneva Conventions and preventing such gross crimes against individual Americans and their property interests.

Our American Government has not agreed to the "Great Reset" which amounts to amnesty for thieves and zeroing out the bank accounts of the victims. Please note that there are now many thousands of Americans all over this country who have awakened and reclaimed their birthright political status, and their intent is absolutely clear, even if their paperwork isn't perfect.

We are in favor of gradual repayment of prepaid credit to the victims of this scheme, relieving them of all debts addressed to Municipal CITIZENS and all expenses related to these now bankrupt individual corporations.

It is well-past time for the Americans to be recognized as the "long-lost" owners and inheritors of the land and soil of this country and all assets derived from the land and soil. And it is also past time for our Employees to read their contracts, do their jobs, and obey the actual law of this country.

I know that there are many in the military who don't like being criticized, but it is what it is. We are standing here with our Southern Border wide open and our economy and health under assault from a foreign enemy (with respect to us) and a domestic enemy (with respect to the U.S. military) and every branch of the U.S. Military is in Gross Dereliction of Duty for failing to protect this country and its people--which is actually their only job assignment and reason for being. So, take that, full in the chops and realize what it means.

If our military isn't going to support us and defend our people and our country, what obligation do we have to support them? And what do we need them for? Just
more harassment and surveillance and trespass against our Constitutional Guarantees? More theft of our money and our credit and our assets in every respect? All under conditions of deceit and color of law?

As the lawful civilian government of this country, we are owed the return of all our property interests, all our land grants and patents, all our people safe and sound, the value of our labor that has been purloined, and our money (gold and silver) safely returned. And all without False Flags, criminal collusions, and failure to perform.

All this terror and predation and theft and destruction is not the fault or failure of the civilian government. It's the fault of the Territorial Government. Shame on all of you who inherited this situation and did nothing about it, not even the common courtesy of telling your Employers what was happening, much less fulfilling the responsibility to assist us in restoring the civilian government and holding new Public Elections. For shame on all of you forever.

So much for protecting and upholding the Constitution from all enemies both foreign and domestic, for you have allowed yourselves to evade the Constitutions and to illegally conscript Americans, and do all sorts of criminal things against the people who have paid your wages and paid for all your expensive equipment and kept faith with you all these years.

If the U.S. Military doesn't grow a backbone and damn straight quick, it will go down in infamy as the most notorious and deceitful and incompetent and disloyal military force in history. It will be found serving the interests of the Queen, the Pope, the Belgians and all the ugly old European Colonial Powers and all while betraying the American People.

The "decline" of the American Dollar and the hideous inflation and counterfeiting of "Federal Reserve Notes" is all down to British finagling, criminality, and self-interest that the U.S. Military has turned a blind eye to, sat on its rump, and allowed. The rising threat of China and the escape of the IRS, Goldman-Sachs, and Federal Reserve interests to China is all on the Joint Chiefs of Staff and those underlings who have trimmed their nails and watched it happen.

And none of you have any plausible deniability with respect to any of this, because you have had copies of your contracts all along and you have had reason to know who your employers are and you are being called on the carpet by the common people of this country who despite all their handicaps can nonetheless see what is going on.
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